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Archiving of Outlook Emails for Outlook Management- For proper management of Outlook email
client, the need to archive old Outlook emails usually comes up for the users because Outlook starts
performing slow when its database file (.pst) becomes large in size. With archiving, almost all older
emails of Outlook, which are lesser in use, can be moved to archive.pst file but, in spite of Archiving
PST database, splitting of Outlook database is a better option because there is no guarantee of
database security in archiving. The information of emails can get compressed, the information of
emails can get overwrite and sometimes, the information of emails can also get deleted during
archiving of Outlook emails.

Splitting of Outlook Emails for Outlook Management- If you choose to split Outlook PST file then,
the chances of overwriting of emails, chances of deletion of emails, chances of compression of
email attachments, etc get reduced to almost zero for you. The need of archiving and splitting of
Outlook database also depends on the editions of Outlook. If you are using an earlier version of
Outlook (2000, 2002 and 97) then, you will often get the need to archive or split Outlook database
because the size limit of PST file is 2GB in earlier versions of Outlook and when this PST reaches
or exceeds this size limit in these versions, the Outlook database gets corrupted and become
inaccessible. The users of recent versions of Outlook face this problem less as compare to the
users of earlier Outlook editions because in recent Outlook editions, the size limit of PST file is 20
GB but, if the recent versions of Outlook are getting used in large business enterprises then, the
need to split or archive Outlook database will often get faced by users because in large business
organizations, the email communication is carried out a big level.

How to Split Outlook PST file? - Archiving of Outlook PST database is possible both automatically
as well manually but, the point comes at, "How to split Outlook PST file", Split PST software can be
used to split large PST files of Outlook into smaller PST files. The software offers multiple options to
split PST file, you can split PST by size, by year, by folders and by date with the help of it. Splitting
of PST files of all Outlook editions including Outlook 97, Outlook 2000, Outlook 2003, Outlook 2007,
Outlook 2010 (32 bit) and Outlook (64 bit) can be done with the help of this software.
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Andy Watson - About Author:
Company has brought many amazing products for several requirements of Outlook users. Split
PST, Add PST and PST Upgrade are the examples. Among them, most of users have preferred
Split PST tool to a split Outlook PST files according to their convenience.
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